What is Gartner?

Gartner delivers the technology-related insight necessary to make the right decisions, every day. For tens of thousands of technology professionals, Gartner Research is an indispensable daily resource. It's what you need to know, what you need to do, where you need to look, and who you should be paying attention to. It's independent, insightful, and instantly applicable.

Gartner Campus Portal

Part of MSU's Gartner Research annual subscription includes the use of a "campus portal" which allows all MSU faculty, staff, and students to access many articles and data from Gartner.

https://app1.montclair.edu/gartner

Who Can Gartner Help?

Staff

- Validate technology decisions
- Optimize your costs
- Improve infrastructure
- Analyze industry trends
- Explore best practices
- Leverage vertical focus on education technology

Faculty

- Stay current with the rapidly changing IT industry and your students
- Ensure your relevancy in the classroom with fact-based data you can trust
- Enrich your students’ experience with insight into the use of technology solving business problems